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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Image Processing and Reconstruction Service (IPRS) is a key component of the
ENCORE platform, where data collected from the Data Acquisition Service (DAS) are
processed to get various levels of understanding. The ultimate goal of the IPRS is to
generate an IFC module which will be consumed by various other ENCORE services.
In this document, we detail the progress made in IPRS after the early prototype described
in D2.3. We show an additional building reconstruction with IFC generation along with
several updates on each module, along with newly added modules. Finally we provide
brief summaries of related research conducted for all modules.
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ABBREVIATIONS
D

Deliverable
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Work Package
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Knowledge Extraction and Object Enhancement Service

IPRS

Image Processing and Reconstruction Service
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Data Acquisition Service
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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION
DOCUMENT PURPOSE
We present the IPRS full prototype developed in ENCORE. Specifically the
document covers the progress made after the early prototype detailed in D2.3. We
highlight several changes made in the full IPRS pipeline including a LiDAR-less
IFC generation from the drone video recording, semantic segmentation for walls,
two-storey building IFC reconstruction, and additional point cloud alignment
module for LiDAR scans. In addition, we very briefly describe some of the
research tasks conducted in order to construct one or more of the above modules.

1.2

IPRS PIPELINE
In this section, we summarize the pipeline of image processing and reconstruction
service (IPRS) described in the early prototype document of D2.3, shown below in
Figure 1. In essence, the IPRS pipeline consists of four modules, i) the data
acquisition service module (DAS), ii) the image understanding module, iii) the 3D
modeling with semantics module and iv) the IFC generation module. The detailed
information in each module is shown as follows.

Figure 1. IPRS pipeline (redrawn from D2.3).

1.3

DATA ACQUISITION SERVICE (DAS)
The DAS is described in the D2.2 document with both the drone based acquisition
for outdoor and mobile acquisition for the indoor environments. We base the drone
data as the main premise of our work and describe the modules based on the output
of the drone acquisition. In the final section, we also describe our research for
possible LiDAR-less scene 3D understanding.
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2.

ALIGNMENT OF RANGE MAPS THROUGH SFM RECONSTRUCTION
As explained in deliverable D2.3, the kind of data provided by the LIDAR and RGB
cameras mounted on drone are peculiar in several ways: the lightweight LIDARs
(Velodyne or Oustar) used typically produce rather sparse point clouds and the
accuracy in depth ranges in the order of centimeters. On the other hand, the RGB
camera provides a higher resolution data that can be combined with the point cloud
to produce better final data.
One fundamental step in processing the input data is the alignment of the point
clouds in a common reference system. As reported in D2.3, we devised an approach
based on tracking the features line emerging from the dataset and the applying
Iterative Closest Point to refine the alignment. However, the novel data outputted
by the DAS module in the past months of the projects exhibited new characteristics
that made the previous approach less effective. More specifically, because of a
reduced available space for flying the drone (due to the presence of vegetation
around the building), the data were acquired from up close. The direct consequence
is twofold: the single range maps often contain no distinguishable features and only
subsequent maps show large overlapping. For example, if a two storey building is
scanned with two sweeps of the drone, one for the first floor and one for the second
floor, it is likely that the overlap between the range maps belonging to the two floors
will be minimal or non-existent (see Figure 4 ).
Therefore we designed a novel approach that exploits RGB images and the known
parameters of the acquisition system (drone+LIDAR+camera). Knowing that the
color cameras coherently aim at the artifact to be scanned (that is, the building’s
exterior) we can use a Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm to compute a sparse
point cloud and, most importantly, the extrinsic properties of each camera (position
and orientation) (see Figure 2). We know from the system specifications the relative
position of camera and LIDAR, which allow us to apply geometric transformation
(that is, a roto translation) and we know from SfM a consistent positioning of the
camera, so we can infer the positioning of the LIDAR point clouds. However, the
SfM algorithm provides a solution up-to-scale, because from the cameras only the
scale factor is inherently undetermined. This means that we are left with one
unknown variable, that is, the scale factor of the camera positions. Since we know
that the final result must consist of aligned range maps, we can perform an
optimization routine to minimize the distance between range maps while varying the
scale factor (See Figure 4). Please note that this process still produces an
approximated alignment. The reason is that SfM determines the relative position of
the cameras so that they are consistent with the produced point cloud but, due to the
several precision factors in the SfM pipeline, these relative positions may slightly
differ from the actual ones.
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Figure 2. The image shows the result of SfM algorithm (using MetaShape)
on a set of 1000 frames of a video taken from a drone running along one
side of a building.

Figure 3. Close up that shows the correspondence of the colored point
clouds with the elements of the building.
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Figure 4. Range maps acquired by the Lidar after being repositioned with the
technique described above. For image readability, only a small subset of the
range maps and cameras is shown

2.1

DEEP LEARNING METHODS FOR RANGE MAPS ALIGNMENT
In recent years, a few deep learning approaches have been applied to the problem of range
maps alignments. The idea is that these methods go past the need for “user defined” features
such as edges and corners of the geometry and can provide the alignment even among range
maps that have little or none distinguishable features. In order to add one more registration
tool and to be up to date with state-of-the art methods we included two recent methods. One
is Deep Global Registration (DGR) is a differentiable framework for pairwise registration
of 3D scans. First of all, it extracts deep learning based Fully Convolutional Geometric
Features (FCGF) [Feng, 2021] for both scans. Another one is Learning Multi-view
registration (LMVR) [Gojcic, 2020], which formulates the conventional two stage technique
as an end-end neural network. Since the above mentioned methods are designed for pairwise
alignment (that is, consider the problem of two range maps) we used them for aligning the
range maps incrementally.
Figures 5 and 6 show plots of the error measured on a sequence of 100 alignments with DGR
and LMVR. The plot shows the average distance between pairs of partially overlapping
range maps (with a rough initial alignment in place) before and after applying the alignment
method. Although it is easy to see that there is a large improvement (that is, the distance
between the range maps decreases), we found that such a decrease does not always
correspond to better aligned range maps. This is due to the fact that there are many
situations in which there are large parts of the point clouds that do not correspond to the
region of interest, for example cars of vegetation and not building walls, and yet they
contribute to the final error of the range maps. In summary, the DL methods find local
minima of the error metric which would not have been found with a classic ICP algorithm
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given the same starting conditions). Further results and discussions are reported on a paper
currently under revision [Siddique, 2021]

Figure 5. Plot of the distance between pairs of range maps before and after running LMVR

Figure 6. Plot of the distance between pairs of range maps before and after running LMVR
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3.

IMAGE UNDERSTANDING
In this section, we introduce the image understanding module. The aim of the image
understanding module is to segment the building elements (e.g., window, door, wall)
from the images taken by the unmanned autonomous vehicle (UAV). In the early
prototype of the IPRS pipeline, we adopted the instance segmentation to segment the
building elements. However, the instance segmentation only provides the bounding
boxes and instance masks for the countable objects, which makes it hard to determine
large objects such as the walls and roofs. Instead, we replace the instance
segmentation with the semantic segmentation. Different from the instance
segmentation, the semantic segmentation aims to assign the semantic label to each
pixel of the images densely. More specifically, we adopt the deep-learning based
semantic segmentation model to segment the images.

3.1

SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION
The semantic segmentation task aims to predict the semantic class label for each
pixel of the image, which is popular and widely studied in the computer vision
community. As the development of deep learning, the performance of the semantic
segmentation task has dramatically improved over the recent years. Different deeplearning based semantic segmentation structures have been developed, such as FCN
[Long, 2015], DeepLab [Chen, 2017], and PSP-Net [Zhao, 2017]. As proven by
[Chen, 2017], DeepLab structure is robust and well generalized to different settings.
Under our setting, we adopt DeepLab V2 [Chen, 2017] structure with ResNet101
[He, 2016] backbone.

3.2

PUBLIC FACADE DATASETS
Our goal is to train a deep-learning based semantic segmentation model to assign the
building elements label to each pixel of the images. To that end, we require the
training images and their corresponding ground truth semantic segmentation map.
Since our aim is to segment the building elements such as windows, doors and walls,
we collect the public facade datasets where the building elements are densely
labeled. The detailed information is shown in Table 1. The labeled training data we
use currently is larger and more diverse compared to that used in the early prototype
D2.3.
Table 1 : Public Facade Datasets

Version 1.0

Dataset

Number of Images

Class

CMP Facade Database
[Tylecek, 2013]

606

Window, Door, Balcony,
Background, Shop

eTRIMS Image Database
[Korč, 2009]

60

Building, Car, Door,
Pavement, Road, Sky,
Vegetation, Window
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3.3

ECP Facade Database
[Teboul, 2010]

104

Door, Shop, Balcony,
Window, Wall, Sky, Roof

ParisArtDeco Facade
Database
[Raghudeep, 2016]

79

Door, Shop, Balcony,
Window, Wall, Sky, Roof

VarCity
[Riemenschneider, 2014]

219

Door, Shop, Balcony,
Window, Wall, Sky, Roof

DOMAIN ADAPTATION
As described in Sec. 3.2.1, we use the public facade datasets to train the deep-learning based
semantic segmentation model, in order to segment the building elements. However, the
images in the public facade datasets are very different from the images collected in
ENCORE with a UAV. Directly applying a learned model on our project would result in
less than satisfactory segmentation. In order to improve the model testing performance on
the DAS acquired images while training on the public facade datasets, we utilize domain
adaptation techniques. Domain adaptation is used to further improve the testing performance
on the different looking DAS images. As an active field in machine learning, domain
adaptation aims to improve the model testing performance on the target domain data, by
training the model with a different labeled source domain data, and the unlabeled target
domain data. The idea is that as long as the source data contains some form of similarity
with the target data, the same labeled source data can be used to help obtain a good
performance on many kinds of unlabeled target data. Under our setting, we take the public
facade dataset images as the source domain, and the RGB images collected by the DAS
UAV camera as the target domain.
Following [Tsai, 2018], the framework consists of the semantic segmentation network,
DeepLab V2 [Chen, 2017], and the discriminator, whose structure is the same as that of
[Tsai, 2018]. The framework overview is shown in Figure 7. The training of the framework
follows the LS-GAN [Mao, 2017] training protocol as done in [ Tsai, 2018]. The input of
the semantic segmentation network is the RGB color images collected by UAV camera, and
the output of the semantic segmentation network is the predicted semantic segmentation
map. The input of the discriminator is the semantic segmentation result of the public facade
dataset images and the semantic segmentation result of the DAS images.
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Figure 7. Domain Adaptation Framework Overview
Besides exploiting the domain adaptation in our IPRS pipeline, we conduct extensive
research on the domain adaptation. More specifically, we explore the image-level domain
adaptation techniques and propose the novel and effective image-level domain adaptation
frameworks, which are proven to be useful for the image translation, image synthesis and
domain adaptive semantic segmentation. The works [Gong, 2021] are published in the toptier artificial intelligence conference, AAAI 2021, and the top-tier computer vision journal,
IJCV, respectively. Besides, we develop the feature-level domain adaptation techniques to
deal with the problem that there are multiple source domains or multiple target domains.
The works [Gong, 2021] are published in the top-tier computer vision conferences, CVPR
2021 and ICCV 2021, respectively. The framework proposed in different works are shown
in Figure 8.

(a) [Gong, 2021], published in AAAI 2021
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(b) [Gong, 2021], published in CVPR 2021

(c) [Gong, 2021], published in IJCV

(d) [Gong, 2021], published in ICCV 2021
Figure 8. Published research works on domain adaptation

3.4

SEGMENTATION RESULTS
The qualitative semantic segmentation results on our images are shown in Figure 9. It is
shown that our framework is able to segment the building elements from the images well.
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Figure 9. Semantic segmentation results

3.5

3D MODELING WITH SEMANTICS
In the early prototype of the IPRS pipeline, we adopted the 3D point cloud captured by the
lidar on the UAV for extracting the building elements in the 3D space. In order to further
generalize our pipeline, we here further build our IPRS pipeline based on the 3D point cloud
reconstructed from the RGB videos captured by the camera on the UAV. Unlike indoor
images, many outdoor building images contain enough texture to obtain decent point clouds
through Structure-from-Motion (SfM). We adopt COLMAP [Schonberger, 2016] to
reconstruct the 3D point cloud from the RGB videos. The reconstructed point cloud is shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10. 3D point cloud reconstructed from the 2D RGB images
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We adopt the reprojection manipulation in the early prototype, to back project the 2D
semantic information extracted from the 2D RGB images to the reconstructed 3D point
cloud. We show the segmented 3D point cloud of the wall and window classes in Figure 11
and Figure 12. It is shown that our pipeline is able to segment the objects by reprojecting
the semantic segmentation information from 2D images to the 3D point cloud.

Figure 11. Segmented point cloud for windows

Figure 12. Segmented point cloud for wall
Furthermore, by clustering the segmented point cloud, we get the bounding box for
different windows and the wall, which are shown in Figure 13. and Figure 14.

Figure 13. Bounding box Detection for the windows point cloud
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Figure 14. Bounding box detection for the wall point cloud

3.6

IFC GENERATION
Adopting our developed toolbox for generating the IFC model from the bounding box, the
IFC model is generated, as shown in Figure 15.
The following was updated in the IFC generation tool that allowed us to tackle the building
reconstruction.
-

-

Version 1.0

Wall detection is used from the segmentation module, therefore wall generation is
done using the heuristics from windows alignment as well as the direct detection
from the Image Understanding module.
Floors are counted by using vertical direction and windows/doors in vertical
direction.
More heuristics/software logics are added to complete buildings in case of partial
observation.
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Figure 15. IFC model generated from the boundingbox
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3.7

MOBILE IMAGE PROCESSING
The IFC generation of buildings using the drone collected data is the major aspect of the
IPRS module. However, we also have a mobile data acquisition pipeline ready for use in
ENCORE. The mobile collected data may not have the depth sensor required to collect high
quality point clouds and using SfM based method for indoor environment does not result in
accurate-enough point cloud mapping. For this reason, we highlight our research in
unsupervised depth and planar segmentation using video sequences very briefly. We use a
teaser image of the neural network architecture and its estimations as well as inputs in Figure
16.

Figure 16. Network architecture of a depth estimation model while also considering the
Manhattan world and planarity.
The main idea behind the work is to provide 3D mapping with planar surface identification
when LiDAR is unavailable. In indoor environments, SfM is also not reliable to obtain point
clouds as the walls, doors etc are often homogeneous and feature-less. We use the Manhattan
world assumption and piecewise planar assumption of surfaces in order to reconstruct depth
and normals. Another key idea in this work is also to use a global rotational pose to express
the normals rather than the camera pose. Therefore, the work provides an alternate tool in
case a user wants to obtain indoor mapping. However, the work is not an integral part of the
whole pipeline and should be viewed as additional research in that regard.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS
We present an improved pipeline of the IPRS module, whose early prototype was
presented in the deliverable D2.3. Concretely, we have improved the module by
adopting a semantic segmentation module over previously used instance-only
segmentation. We used recent research outputs to improve domain adaptation so that
unlabeled data of DAS could be used for training the semantic segmentation module.
We also show that LiDAR-less scan using SfM can be used in order to obtain IFC
for a multi-storeyed building. Finally we show some research outlook in depth and
surface normal prediction to be used in future works for indoor environments.
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